
HOMEOMORPHISMS ON MANIFOLDS 

By Yu-Lce Lee 

Iιet H(X) be the class of a lI homeomorphisms of a topologicaI space X onto 
itself. If X is an n-manifold, then X is a strong Iocal homogeneous (S. L. H.) , 
i. c. , for every neighborhood of any point x , there exists a subneighborhood U (x) 

such that for any HU(X) there exists g in H(X) with g(x)=z and with g equal 

to the identity on the complement of U(x). However there exist S. L. H. spaccs 

which are not n-manifolds, for example, the zero-dimensional completely regular 

spaces [1] , the universal curve [2] and the normed linear spaces [1, 3]. There. 

fore being a S. L. H. space does not characterize an Il-manifold. 8ince S. L. H. is 

defined by the existence of onc homeomorphism and moving one point onto 

another within a small open set, wc intend to formulate a similar concept, the 

existence of a finite family of homeomorphisms which are the identity map 

outside a small open set and move a set to satisfy certain relations. A topologi 

cal space X is called finitely complementary (F. C.) if for every neighborhood 

U of any point x and any op:m set V such that x E Bndry(V) there exists a 

finite subfamily (/1' …, 자) of H(X) such that U {fj(V): i=l , 2…, 써 U (x 1 is 
an open set and each 지 is the identity map at x and outsidc U. The purpose of 

this paper is to prove that every finite-dimensionaI manifold is L. F. C. This 

proposition is very useful in studying H (X) [4]. AIso we raise many interesting 

questions about L. F. C. 

LEMMA 1. A normed liηear space is S. L. H. 

PROOF. See [1] or [3]. 

LEMMA 2. Let U be a unt"t open ball wz"th center 0 iη Euclidean n-space En and 

V be an open set such that 0 E Bndry(V). Let L be a line segmeκt ψith 0 as 

one end-point. Then there exists IE H(En
) sμch that F is the identity at 0 and 

outside U and 0ε U(Ln 1 (V)). 

PROOF. Since Of Bndry (V) , there exists a sequence of points (P;l;=:l in V 

such that (P;l ;=1 converges to O. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

the distances d (0, P) are strictly dccrcasing and P1 E L. Let q2 be the point in 

L such that d(q2,0)=d(P2'O). Thcn there is an arc [q2'P2] in the sphcre with 

center 0 and radius d (q2' 0). Associate with each point q in [q2' P2] an open 

ball Bq such that CI(Bq) n U {κ : i올2) = rþ. Sincc [q2' P2] is compact, there cxists 
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a subcover (B 1, "', B녀 such that Þ2 f B1' q2 r: Bn and Bi n Bi+1낯￠， t= 1, 2, ---, 
m-l. I;t xl e B,nBt+l for cach z=1, 2, ---, m-1. By LEMMA 1, there exists 

지 r: H(E") ， i=l, 2, "', 1/1 such that 지 is the identity at 0 and outside Bi and 

11(P)=x 1' Ik(xk_1)=xk for 2드"도J1l -1 and f ’'}/ (x…-l)=q2· Let F2=fm·fm-l-- -
m 

12'/1, Then F2 is thc identity at 0 and outside.U ,Bi=V2 and F/P2)=q2' 
i=l 

Simi-

Iarly we pick qi r: L and open sets Vi such that vinvj=rp for z'~j， and Fi 

r:HCEn) such that F, is the identity at 0 and outside V i and F ,-CP,.) =qi' Lct F 

be the identity on En
\ 6 v. and F=F. on V., i=2, 3, …. It is now clear 

;=2 . • ‘ 

that FFH(En) , F(P,)=q,. each q, lies on L and OeCl(Lnf(V))· 

Let þ=(x1, x2' ''', xn)=Cr, f}2' "', f},,) be any point different from 0 in E" 

where Cr, f}
2' …, f} ,,) is dcfined as follows: 

r=Jx~+ ... +X; 

x 
sin f}.= -，~뜯-二 n , 3Sj 드 n and . 

..1 Xï +… +x; 
X2 x 

- 1 
cos f}2= 

J땀쟁’ 
sm U2= 1 .. 2•• 2 ’ XI TX2 

Thus we have 

Xl=r cos 6
” 

…cos 03 COS O2’ 
X2=r cos θn …cos f}

4 cos f}
3 sin f}2’ 

X3=r cos 6n COS 6n• ---cos 64 sin 63’ 
••••••••• 

xn_1=rcos f}n sin f}n_1’ 
Xn=r sin f}n' 

-풍<낀<풍 

-π< f} <π. 

π This defincs a homeomorphism from the product space (0, ∞)X(-π， π)x 2 ’ 

풍)n-2onto E” \ B whcre B= {(Xl' "', Xn) r: E" I there exists an i 드 n such that 

X j = 0 for aII j::::;; i}. Thus we ha ve the foIIowing lemma. 

LEMMA 3. The lamily 01 all sets 01 the lorm V(γ， r"~ (},.", ()i’ ; z'=2, 3, …, n) 

= ((샘2'''''(}n): r1<r<r2’ 이<8， <θi//， z-=2, ••• , κ}빼ere -π<f}2' <f}2" <π， -풍 
<이， <()/' <웅， i=3, 4, "', n lorm a basis lor En

\B ψith the relative to뼈앵y. 
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LEMMA 4. For each V(γ， r": ()/, ()"i;i=2 , 3, "', n)and O<s<γ<γ <t， -π 

< 용2' < ψ2/S 62/ < 62”S φ{< 용{<π， - 윷 < 양 < 와':S;: 이 < 6j”S ψκ앙<융， 

3:s;: j :S;:n there exists a homeomorPhism F 01 En onto z'tsell such that F(x) =x lor 

I/x l/ 드s or 1/ xl/ 근 t or xfB 01' x=(r, θ2' "', ()n) ωth 낀<힘， 01' ()j>일" /01" S01tle 

j and F(V)= {(r, ()2' …, () n) : γ <r<r", ψ'/< 낀 < ￠j//} 

PROOF. This can be easily seen by the fo l1owing picture. 
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LEMMA 5. Let V = {Xf En: 0 <r 1 <11 xll <r 2}, and let a1, a2 be any tμ10 nμηtbe1's ‘ 

sμch that O<a1 <a2<r1• Then there is a homeomorPhism F Irom En onto En SUC Jz 

that F(x) =x ψhen 11 xl/ 르r20r IIxllsa1 and F(V) = (Xf En : a2< lI xll<r2}. 
PROOF. This is clear. 

LEMMA 6. Let U be the open μnz't ball z'n En wz'th center Po and AcU be such 

that PofCl (Int(A))-A. Then there exist homeomorPhisms Gi, i=l , 2, …, 1z 01 

En onto itsell sμch that 

{x= (r , ()2’ "', (}n): O<r<k, -프<()/ <(), <(}," < ~π→ ， i=3, 4, …, n, 2 i , , 
-π <63/ <63 <83// 〈π}

”’ C UFf(Int (A)) foy some k and ()/, (}/', i=2, 3, ''', η， and Gj(po) == Po and Gj 

• 
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is the ideηtjty tη E" -U for each i. 

PROOF. By LEMMA 2, there exists a homeomorphism F1 of E
n onto itsclf such 

that Po f CI(R n Fl (lnt(A))) wherc R is the ray 1 (x: x=o or x= (r , {}2' …, (}n)' {}2 

={}3= …=6”=풍1. μt {P,}Ll cFl(Int(A)) n R such that {씨pκti.쇼1 co이onver 

Po and the distances (d(까， Po) l ;=1 are strictly decreasing. By LEMMA 3, for each 

싼 there is a 까 of the form ζ 커 { (r , 아， "', (}n): r/<r<rj'" 풍 <얻/ <6i 

<6ll”< 황， i=2, 3, • , 서 such that 까 e 까 ζInt(A) and r(> r/>r2"> r2' 

> …• j = 1, 2, .... By LEMMA 4, there exists a scquenc야eo아f homeomor야r빼i생s잉ms 

o이f E"’ onto iπts않elf such that f.지;Cx) =x when /1써써x씨셰/1 ;능즈 S옥’ o야r끼비/1써x쩌셰/1 :드드S옥’ -1 where rηηii/f//”/ <ι’S옥 S’ 
π 7π 

<ri- 1' or x= (r, {}2' "', (},), {}j <s'표Or 6j능경':...- for some j and 지 (V，)={(r， 
π 3π 1 아， …, 6n) : ri’ <r<r;’, -g <6j <경~， j=2, …, 씬. Define F 2 on E

n 
as fo lIow: 

F2(x) r= x when /l x/l >Sl 

F2(x)=!2(X) when S;_l 리xll SS,· 

Then F2 is a homeomorphism of E" onto itself such that F2(F1(lnt(A))) 

리 (r, (}2' ''', (},,): 간 <r <r/, for some j and 풍 <뎌 <좋 f, and F 2(PO) = Po 

Pick t/’ t;" for each i such that r/ <t;, <t;" <r;". z' = 1, 2, ....... Then by 

LEMMA 5, there exists a s헥uence of homeomorphisms {g;l i일 of En 

onto itseIf such that g; is fixed when /1 x /l ~r/， or /1 x /l <s. t; +1' and g; maps the set 

{x: rγ <lI xll<r;"lonto (x: t;+l" <lI xll <r/,l. Let F3 and F4 be defined as 
follows: 

F3(x)=!2;+1(X) when Xf (x: r2;+2< lI xll <r2i+l"l , ;=0, 1, 2, …, 
F3(x)=x othexwise, 

F,(x) =자i(X) when Xf {x: r2i+r'<lI xll <r2/,}, i=1, 2,…, 
F 4 (x) = x otherwise. 

Then F 3' F 4 are both homeomorphisms of E
n onto E

n and F 3(PO) = FμPo) 

=Po' Let G1=FsF2Fl and G2=F4F2F1. Then we have {x=(r, (}2' ''', (},,): O<r 

<r{, 풍〈6， <뿔 , 
2 

i=2, …, 씨 ζi뇌 G;(lntCA)) and G;(Po) = PO' i = 1, 2, .얘nd 

G; is the identity in En-U. By LEMMA 6, if POfαClnt(A)) 드 U， and xt B. 
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then there exists an open cone Cx of height k < 1 and a finite~family of homeo 

mOrphisms fxl, …,fx ” of E” onto En each of which is fixed outside U and Po 

” such that C .. c U I .. (lnt (A)). Since we can choose another coordinatc systcm. 
’ ;=1 이 

wc can do the same thing for x E B. Thus associatc cach x in U with norm 

k/2, with a cone Cx• Thus {Cx : 11 씨 = k/2} forms a covcr for thc (η- l) -sphere 

with ccnter Po and radius k/2 and hence therc cxists a finite set of numbers, 
{xl' x2' …, xl} such that CXi’ ”., CXl form a cover for {x: l!x!! =k/2} · Since each 

cone has the property that x F C imp1ies (P。， x) = c, then CXl, …, Cxl form a 

cover of {x: 0 <11 xll ::;:k/2 s. Hence thcre exists a finite family, (f,.l ~= 1 such that 
m 

{x: 0 < I xll ::;:k/2} ζ.Ulfi(Int(A)). Thus we have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 7. Let U be an opeη zμzit ball 짜 En with center þo aηd let A be a 

subset 01 U such that PofCI(lnt(A))--A. Then there exists a linite lamily 0/ 
m 

homeomorphisms {지} i::1 01 En onto itsell sμch that {x: o <IIxll <r} ζ，뇌 지(lnt 
(A)) ωhere r<l and 1,. z's β:':xed αt þo and outside U for all i. 

From LEMMA 7, wc immcdiatcly havc the desircò thcorcm that every 

n-manifold is finitcly complcmentary. 

Tl1C following questions might be interesting. 

1. ls cvery Hilbert space or Banach space finitely complemcnt2ry? 

2. Do S. L. H. and F. C. imply localIy Euclidcan? 

3. Are zero-dimensional completely regular spaces and the univcrsaI cur.c~ 

finitcly complemcntary ? 

4. ls evcry homogcneous F. C. spacc S. L. H ? 

Kansas State University and 

Univcrsity of Floriòa 
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